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1 Outline of GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 Drawing Tool 

 

This chapter provides an outline of the GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 drawing tool 2020 (referred 

to below as This Tool). 

 

1.1 Purpose of This Tool 

This Tool is a drawing tool for the GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 products provided by the GOSAT 

Project of the National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES) for the following 

purpose. 

 

1. Draw GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 products in various versions provided by the GOSAT 

Project of the NIES; 

2. Draw various GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 products provided by other projects including 

ACOS; and 

3. Draw OCO-2 products used as match-up data to GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 products 

 

This operation manual describes how to operate This Tool. 

 

1.2 Functions of This Tool 

This Tool provides the functions shown in Table 1-1. 

 

Table 1-1 Function List 

No. Group Function Name Description 

1 Data input 

(Section 5.2 describes 

the details.) 

HDF5 product input Reads the HDF5 product as input 

data. Table 1-2 shows a list of the 

readable products. 

2 netCDF product input Reads the netCDF product as input 

data. Table 1-2 shows a list of the 

readable products. 

3 Screening 

(Section 5.3 describes 

the details.) 

Screening Extracts data that fits the conditions 

from input data according to the 

screening conditions specified in the 

setting file. 

4 Matchup 

(Chapter 6 describe 

the details.) 

Matchup between 

GOSAT products 

Matches up a product corresponding 

to GOSAT L2 by another research 

institute and GOSAT FTS SWIR L2. 

5 OCO-2 matchup Matches up the L2 product of another 

satellite (OCO-2) and GOSAT FTS 
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No. Group Function Name Description 

SWIR L2. 

6 Drawing Scatter plot 

(Section 6.1 

describes 

the details.) 

Scatter plot (XY plot) Creates a scatter plot with two 

variables. 

7 Scatter plot (XYY plot) Creates two scatter plots with two 

variables respectively, and overlaps 

them. The horizontal axis is common 

among the two scatter plots, but the 

vertical axis represents different 

variables. 

8 Scatter plot (XYZ plot) Creates a scatter plot with three 

variables. The color of plots 

represents the third variable. 

9 Scatter plot (density 

distribution plot) 

Creates a density distribution plot of 

plots on a grid of two variables. 

10 Time series 

plot 

(Section 6.2 

describes 

the details.) 

Time series plot (TY plot) Creates a time series plot with a 

horizontal axis of time and a vertical 

axis of an arbitrary variable. 

11 Time series plot (TYZ 

plot) 

Creates a time series plot with the 

horizontal axis of time and the 

vertical axis of an arbitrary variable. 

In addition, the color of plots 

represents the second variable. 

12 Time series plot (TY grid 

point plot) 

Plots averages (or standard 

deviations or data scores) of an 

arbitrary variable on a grid point of 

time and the second variable. 

13 Global 

distribution 

plot 

(Section 6.3 

describes 

the details.) 

Global distribution plot 

(measuring point plot) 

The color of plots located by the 

longitude and latitude of the map 

represents an arbitrary variable. 

14 Global distribution plot 

(grid point plot) 

Plots averages (or standard 

deviations or data scores) of an 

arbitrary variable on a grid point of 

the longitude and latitude of the map. 

15 Data output Plot data output Outputs values to be the source of a 

plot drawing to a text file. 

16 Polygonal zone data 

statistics output 

Outputs statistics of data within the 

area enclosed by a polygonal zone to 

a text file. 
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Table 1-2 List of Readable Products 

N

o

. 

Product type Version Format 

1 GOSAT FTS 

SWIR L2 

(NIES) 

GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 CO2 column 

amount 

GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 CH4 column 

amount 

GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 H2O column 

amount 

V02.72-V02.95 HDF5 

2 ACOS Standard V3.3, V3.4, V3.5, 

V7.3, V9r 

HDF5 

Lite V7.3, V9r netCDF 

3 University of Leicester V5.1, V6.0, V7.0, 

V7.2, V7.3 

netCDF 

4 RemoTeC v2.3.5, v2.3.7,  

v2.3.8 

netCDF 

5 OCO-2 Standard V8.1, V10 HDF5 

Lite V8.1, V9.0, V10r netCDF 

* OCO-2 products can be only used as an input for OCO-2 matchup. 
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Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2 show samples of drawn plots. 

Scatter plot (XY plot) 

 

Scatter plot (XYY plot) 

 

Scatter plot (XYZ plot) 

 

Scatter plot (density distribution plot) 

 

Time series plot (TY plot) 

 

Time series plot (TYZ plot) 

 

Time series plot (TY grid point plot) 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Samples of Drawn Plots 
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Global distribution plot (measuring point plot) 

 

Global distribution plot (grid point plot) 

 

Figure 1-2 Samples of Drawn Plots 

 

1.3 Tool Operating Conditions 

This Tool is assumed to be executed on IDL 8.5 Virtual Machine, or licensed edition IDL 

8.7. 

Note that as of March 2021, IDL Virtual Machine is available from Harris Geospatial 

Solutions, Inc. (User registration is required.) For the acquisition method and 

installation procedure of IDL Virtual Machine, see the documents provided by the 

distributor. 

Also, the environment (OS) where This Tool can be executed is the same as the OS where 

IDL 8.5 Virtual Machine can be executed. 

This manual describes operations when This Tool is used in a Windows 8.1 environment. 

This manual describes operations in a UNIX environment only when the procedure 

greatly differs from the procedure on Windows. 
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2 How to Use This Operation Manual 

 

This chapter describes the configuration of this operation manual and how to use it. 

 

2.1 Configuration of This Operation Manual 

The following shows the configuration of this operation manual. 

 

1. Chapter 3 How to Obtain Distribution Package and Installation Procedure 

→ This chapter describes the configuration of the distribution package of This Tool 

and the installation procedure. 

2. Chapter 4 Basic Operation Procedures 

→ This chapter describes the basic operation procedures of This Tool, with an 

example of creating a distribution plot (XY plot). 

3. Chapter 5 How to Set Input Data 

→ This chapter describes how to set input data used for drawing in detail. 

4. Chapter 6 Operations by Purpose 

→ This chapter describes the setting done by a user and the operation procedures 

in detail according to the purpose of use of This Tool. 

 

2.2 Usages by Purpose 

See the following chapters according to your purpose when you use this operation 

manual. 

 

1. To install This Tool 

→ See “Chapter 3 How to Obtain Distribution Package and Installation 

Procedure.” 

2. To use This Tool for the first time 

→ See “Chapter 4 Basic Operation Procedures.” 

3. To know the detailed usage of This Tool 

→ To know how to set input data in detail, see “Chapter 5 How to Set Input Data.” 

→ To know the details of the settings for drawing and the operation procedures, 

see “Chapter 6 Operations by Purpose.” 

 

2.3 Terminology 

Table 2-1 shows a list of the terms used in this operation manual. 
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Table 2-1 List of Terms 

Term Description 

ACOS Abbreviation for the “Atmospheric CO2 Observations from Space” 

task. NASA and the OCO team organized this task to perform 

GOSAT data processing at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). 

GOSAT Abbreviation for “Greenhouse gases Observing SATellite” (Ibuki). 

HDF Abbreviation for “Hierarchical Data Format.” 

IDL HDF is a self-describing type multi-object file format developed by 

the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) in the 

United States. 

netCDF Abbreviation for “Interactive Data Language.” 

NIES IDL is a programming language for data analysis and drawing. 

OCO-2 Abbreviation for “Network Common Data Form.” 

SWIR netCDF is a self-describing, array-oriented type file format. 

 

2.4 Notation 

This operation manual deploys the following notations. 

 

Important: An important issue related to the respective description follows this mark. 

Note: An issue that needs attention related to the respective description follows this 

mark. 

Reference: Reference information related to the respective description follows this mark. 
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3 How to Obtain Distribution Package and Installation 

Procedure 

 

This chapter describes how to obtain the distribution package and the installation 

procedure. 

 

3.1 How to Obtain Distribution Package 

To use This Tool, you need to place the distribution package in your local environment. 

Apply for the distribution package according to the procedure described on the “Tools” 

screen of GOSAT Data Archive Service (GDAS) to obtain it. The following shows how to 

go to the "Tools" screen. 

 

1. Go to the top screen of GOSAT Data Archive Service (GDAS). 

GDAS URL: https://data2.gosat.nies.go.jp/index_en.html 
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2. Click [Tools] on the submenu to move to the "Tools" screen. 

 

 

 

3. Select a tool named “GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 Drawing Tool” to display the procedure 

to apply for the tool. 
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3.2 Installation Procedure 

The following shows the procedure to install This Tool. 

 

1. Place the distribution package obtained according to the procedure described in 

Section 3.1 in the computer to install This Tool. (The package is placed on the desktop 

in the following example.) 

 

 

 

2. The distribution package is compressed in the zip format. Extract it using an 

unzipping tool. 
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3. Place the unzipped package in any folder. (The package is placed in the “GOSAT 

drawing tool” folder in the following example.) 

 

 

 

Now the installation of This Tool has completed. 

 

The distribution package of This Tool consists of the following folders. (For a description 

of each folder, see Table 3-1.) 

 

 

 

Important: The programs of the tool are created given the folder configuration above. Do 

not change this folder configuration at or after installation. 
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Reference: Note that you may change the name of the top folder (NIES_SWIRL2_tool in 

the above example). 

 

Table 3-1 Folder Configuration of Distribution Package 

No. 
Folder 

Name 
Description 

1 conf Folder to place setting files (the following four files) for 

drawing: 

- drawing parameter setting files 

- input data path setting file 

- screening condition setting file 

- polygonal zone setting file 

2 data Folder to place input data 

3 idl Folder to place execution files (sav files) 

4 ps Folder to place plots output by this tool 

5 work Folder to place text files output by this tool 

 

Reference: Folders “data,” “ps,” and “work” are all empty at package distribution. 
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4 Basic Operation Procedures 

 

This chapter describes the basic operation procedures of This Tool, using an example of 

scatter plot creation (XY plot). Figure 4-1 shows the scatter plot created in this chapter. 

The following shows the creation condition. 

 

 Product type: GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 CO2 column amount (for GU) 

 Version: V02.90 

 Observation year and month: August 2009 

 Plotting the scan that passed post-screening (totalPostScreeningResult=0) 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Scatter Plot Created by Procedure Shown in This Chapter 

 

4.1 Outline of Tool Usage Procedure 

The following procedure outlines the steps to be performed to use This Tool. 

 

1. Placing input data 

Obtain a product to be input data from a data providing organization and place it in 

the defined folder. 

→ For the specific procedure, see “Section 4.2 Placing Input Data.” 

2. Setting input data 

Set the data items to read from the placed product and set the screening conditions 
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for drawing. 

→ For the specific procedure, see “Section 4.3 Setting Input Data.” 

3. Creating a scatter plot 

Set drawing parameters, start This Tool, and draw a plot. 

→ For the specific procedure, see “Section 4.4 Creating Scatter Plot.” 

 

4.2 Placing Input Data 

The following shows the procedure to obtain a product to be input data from a data 

providing organization and place it in the defined folder. In the example described here, 

a product is obtained from GOSAT Data Archive Service (GDAS). 

 

1. Open the top screen of GOSAT Data Archive Service (GDAS) and click [Login] ((1) 

below). Then, enter the user ID and the password on the displayed Login screen ((2) 

below), and click the [Login] button ((3) below). 

 

GDAS URL: https://data2.gosat.nies.go.jp/index_en.html 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 
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2. Click the link to the product you want to obtain on the GOSAT data download screen 

appearing after login, and download the target product from the screen after the 

transition. In this example, [L2 CO2 column amount (SWIR)] ((1) below) is clicked 

and the V02.90 product of August 2009 is downloaded on the screen after the 

transition ((2) below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference: For details on operations on GDAS, see the GOSAT Data Archive Service 

Operation Manual. You can download the manual from the screen appearing after 

you click [How to use this website] in the submenu of the GDAS top screen. 

 

 

(1) 

(2) 
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3. The product downloaded from GDAS is archived in tar format. So, extract it by using 

a tool that can handle the tar format. 

 

 

 

4. Create the following folder in the “data” folder of This Tool and place the extracted 

product under it. 

 

Folder format: \product type\version\gas type\year\month 

 

product type: Specify the type of the product. (Example: SWIRL2) 

version: Specify the version of the product. (Example: V0290) 

gas type: Specify the gas type of the product. (Example: CO2) 

year: Specify the observation year of the product in the YYYY format. (Example: 

2009) 

month: Specify the observation month of the product in the MM format. 

(Example: 08) 

 

Important: You can specify arbitrary character strings for “product type,” “version,” 

and “gas type.” However, they need to be the same as the character strings for the 

items “proname,” “gasname,” and “version” in the “drawing parameter setting file” 
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described in Section 4.4.1 and Chapter 6. (For details on scatter plots (XY plot), see 

Section 6.1.1.) 

 

In this example, “\SWIRL2\V0290\CO2\2009\08” folder is created to locate the 

product. 

 

 

 

Important: All the files with the extension “h5,” “nc,” “nc4,” or “txt” in the folder 

where the product is placed are read when the tool starts. Do not place files with the 

extension “h5,” “nc,” “nc4,” or “txt” in the same folder if they are not to be read. 

 

4.3 Setting Input Data 

Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2 describe the setting of data items read from the placed 

product and the setting of the screening conditions for drawing, respectively. 

 

4.3.1 Setting Data Items Read From Product 

This Tool reads only data items written in the "input data path setting file" from the 

input target product. Figure 4-2 indicates an example of the "input data path setting 

file." 
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Figure 4-2 Example of Input Data Path Setting File 

 

Each line in the "input data path setting file" consists of the combination of three kinds 

of data ((1), (2), and (3) in Figure 4-2). The following shows definitions of data from (1) to 

(3). 

 

(1) Variable name: indicates names of variables used in the tool. 

(2) Reference array element: one-dimensional array of the index positions shown 

with “*” are to be read. 

(3) Data set path: indicates paths of data in, for example, HDF5. 

 

The definitions from (1) to (3) can be summarized as follows: one-dimensional array of 

index positions shown with “*” as “(2) Reference array elements” are read out of data 

shown in “(3) Data set paths” and used under the names of “(1) Variable names.” 

Here describes the procedure to confirm that you can use the “input data path setting 

file” without modifying the template file. For a detailed description on how to modify the 

“input data path setting file,” see Section 5.2. 

 

1. Open the template of the “input data path setting file” in the “conf” folder of This 

Tool. In this example, “h5_path_nies_swir_l2_co2_v02.90.txt” is used. 

 

 

 

(1) (2) (3) 
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Important: Place the “input data path setting file” in the “conf” folder. 

 

2. Confirm that data to draw and data to be used for screening are defined in the “input 

data path setting file.” In this example, latitudes and XCO2 are used for drawing, 

and the post screening result (totalPostScreeningResult) is used for screening. So, 

confirm that these data are defined as input data. 

 

 

 

Reference: Lines starting with “;” are handled as comment lines in the “input data 

path setting file.” (In the above example, line 2 and line 30 fit this condition.) 

 

4.3.2 Setting Screening Condition 

This tool regards only scans that fit the conditions written in the “screening condition 

setting file” as the targets for drawing. (This narrowing-down of drawing target scanning 

is called “screening” below.) Figure 4-3 shows an example of the “screening condition 

setting file.” 
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Figure 4-3 Example of Screening Condition Setting File 

The condition setting lines of the "screening condition setting file" consist of two parts 

((1) and (2) in Figure 4-3). The following shows definitions of (1) and (2). 

 

(1) Screening condition pre-defined by product type 

(2) Screening condition able to be add by users 

 

Important: Do not delete or modify the separation line "####" between (1) and (2) (line 

19 in Figure 4-3). 

 

In this example, screening setting is configured to draw only scans that pass post-

screening (totalPostScreeningResult=0). For other screening condition settings, see 

Section 5.3. 

 

1. Open the template of the “screening condition setting file” in the “conf” folder of This 

Tool. In this example, “scr_param_nies_swir_l2_co2_v02.90.txt” is used. 

 

 

 

Important: Place the “screening condition setting file” in the “conf” folder. 

(1) 

(2) 
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2. To draw only scans that pass post-screening (totalPostScreeningResult=0), change 

the flag at the beginning of the line that contains “post_scr_co2”. 

 

 

 

Important: Screening conditions with 1 in the frag at the beginning of lines become 

effective. 

Reference: Lines starting with “;” are handled as comment lines in the “screening 

condition setting file.” (In the above example, lines including lines from line 2 to line 

6 fit this condition.) 

 

4.4 Creating Scatter Plot 

To draw a scatter plot, set the drawing parameters and start This Tool. Section 4.4.1 and 

Section 4.4.2 show the procedures respectively. 

 

4.4.1 Setting Drawing Parameters 

In This Tool, parameters for drawing are specified in the “drawing parameter setting 

file.” In this example, the observation month set in the template of the “drawing 

parameter setting file” is changed to draw data of August 2009. For other parameters for 

a scatter plot (XY plot), see Section 6.1.1. 
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1. Open the template of the “drawing parameter setting file” in the “conf” folder of This 

Tool. The file name of the “drawing parameter setting file” for a scatter plot (XY plot) 

is “plot_xy_config.txt.” 

 

 

 

Important: Place the “drawing parameter setting file” right in the “conf” folder. 

Important: The file name of the “drawing parameter setting file” is fixed. Do not 

change the file name of the template. 

Note: The “drawing parameter setting file” varies by the type of drawing. For details, 

see the sections in Chapter 6. 

 

2. To draw data of August 2009, change the value of the setting item “month” to 8. 

 

 

 

Note: Change the value of the setting item “year” to change the year of the data to 

draw. The value set in the template file is 2009, so the value needs not to be changed 

in this example. 
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4.4.2 Executing Save File 

To draw plot on This Tool, activate a save file of IDL. The following shows the procedure 

to draw. 

 

Note: For procedure in a UNIX environment, see Chapter 6. 

 

1. Double-click a save file in the “idl” folder of This Tool. The save file for scatter plots 

(XY plot) is “drive_plot_xy.sav”. 

 

  

 

Important: If you execute a save file after you move it to another folder, an error 

occurs. 

Note: Save files vary by type of drawing. For details, see Chapter 6. 
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2. The “IDL Virtual Machine” dialog box appears. Click anywhere on the dialog box. 

 

 

 

3. The drawing result is output in the “ps” folder of This Tool. 
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5 How to Set Input Data 

This chapter describes how to configure the settings related to input data. This Tool uses 

the following three kinds of files as the setting files related to input data. 

 

✓ Input data path setting file 

→ Set data items that This Tool reads from the input target product. 

✓ Screening condition setting file 

→ Set conditions to narrow down the scans to draw. (This narrowing-down of 

drawing target scanning is called “screening” below.) 

✓ Polygonal zone setting file 

→ Set conditions to match up polygonal zone and GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 products 

in measuring point plot.  

 

The following describes input data placement and the contents written in the above 

setting files. 

 

Reference: For a list of the readable products, see Table 1-2. 

 

5.1 Placing Input Data 

Create the following folder in the “data” folder to place the product obtained from a data 

providing organization. 

 

Folder format: \product type\version\gas type\year\month 

 

product type: Specify the type of the product. (Example: SWIRL2) 

version: Specify the version of the product. (Example: V0290) 

gas type: Specify the gas type of the product. (Example: CO2) 

year: Specify the observation year of the product in the YYYY format. (Example: 

2009) 

month: Specify the observation month of the product in the MM format. 

(Example: 08) 

 

Important: You can specify arbitrary character strings for “product type,” “version,” 

and “gas type.” However, they need to be the same as the character strings for the 

items “proname,” “gasname,” and “version” in the “drawing parameter setting file” 
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described in the sections in Chapter 6. 

 

5.2 Setting Data Input From Product 

Data items that This Tool reads from the input target product are specified in the “input 

data path setting file.” 

 

Important: Place the “input data path setting file” in the “conf” folder. 

Reference: The distribution package of This Tool has templates of “input data path 

setting files” by product type (h5_path_....txt, nc_path_....txt). 

 

Figure 5-1 shows an example of the “input data path setting file.” 

 

  

Figure 5-1 Example of Input Data Path Setting File 

 

The "input data path setting file" consists of the header line and data lines ((1) and (2) 

in Figure 5-1). The following shows respective definitions. 

 

(1) Header line 

Describes the upper limit of data items specified in data lines. 

(2) Data lines 

The following shows the definition of a data line (from (i) to (iii) in Figure 5-1 

② 

(iii) 

① 

(i) (ii) 
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(i) Variable name: indicates a name of a variable used in the tool. 

(ii) Reference array element: one-dimensional array of the index positions shown 

with “*” is read. 

(iii) Data set path: Shows a path to data in, for example, HDF5. 

 

The definitions from (i) to (iii) can be summarized as follows: one-dimensional 

arrays of index positions shown with “*” as “(ii) Reference array elements” are 

read out of data shown in “(iii) Data set path,” and used under the names of “(i) 

Variable name.” 

Reference: Lines starting with “;” are handled as comment lines. 

 

The following shows a description example of data lines. 

 

<When the input data sets are one-dimensional arrays> 

 

 

<When the input data sets are two-dimensional arrays> 

 

 

Note: Indexes of data set arrays are written in the same order as C language in the 

HDF5 standard. 

Note: "*" can be defined only for the first (the leftmost) index position. However, only for 

the two data sets "fp_lon" and "fp_lat", the form "(*,*)" can be allowed exceptionally. 

 

 

 

 

scan_id         (*)         /scanAttribute/scanID 

lat             (*)         /Data/geolocation/latitude 

lon             (*)         /Data/geolocation/longitude 

xco2            (*)         /Data/mixingRatio/XCO2 

psrf            (*)         /Data/auxiliaryParameter/surfacePressure 

 

 

chi2_o2a        (*,0)       /Data/retrievalQuality/residualMeanSquare 

chi2_co2        (*,1)       /Data/retrievalQuality/residualMeanSquare 

chi2_ch4        (*,2)       /Data/retrievalQuality/residualMeanSquare 

chi2_sco2       (*,3)       /Data/retrievalQuality/residualMeanSquare 
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<When the input data sets are three-dimensional arrays> 

 

 

Note: Indexes of data set arrays are written in the same order as C language in the 

HDF5 standard. 

Note: "*" can be defined only for the first (the leftmost) index position. 

 

<Omitting a variable name> 

Set “dataset” as a variable name to use the dataset name as the variable name. 

 

 

In the above example, "xco2_apriori" is used as the variable name. (Be careful not to 

duplicate another variable name.) 

 

Important: In the case of netCDF, you can read only the data corresponding to the types 

of “BYTE,” “CHAR,” “INT,” “LONG,” “FLOAT,” and “DOUBLE” in IDL definition. 

 

  

 

aot_380         (*,0,0)     /Data/auxiliaryParameter/aerosolOpticalThickness 

aot_380f        (*,0,1)     /Data/auxiliaryParameter/aerosolOpticalThickness 

aot_380c        (*,0,2)     /Data/auxiliaryParameter/aerosolOpticalThickness 

aot_400         (*,1,0)     /Data/auxiliaryParameter/aerosolOpticalThickness 

aot_400f        (*,1,1)     /Data/auxiliaryParameter/aerosolOpticalThickness 

aot_400c        (*,1,2)     /Data/auxiliaryParameter/aerosolOpticalThickness 

 

 

dataset         (*)         /RetrievalResults/xco2_apriori 
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5.3 Setting Screening Condition 

Conditions to narrow down the drawing target of scans in drawing using This Tool are 

specified in the “screening condition setting file.” 

 

Important: Place the “screening condition setting file” in the “conf” folder. 

Reference: The distribution package of This Tool has templates of “screening condition 

setting files” for CO2 by product type (scr_param_....txt) in the folder. 

 

Figure 5-2 shows an example of the “screening condition setting file.” 

 

   

Figure 5-2 Example of Screening Condition Setting File 

 

The "screening condition setting file" consists of a header line and data lines (screening 

section 1 and screening section 2) ((1), (2), and (3) in Figure 5-2). The following shows 

respective definitions. 

 

(1) Header line 

Describes the upper limits of data items specified in the data lines for 

screening section 1 and screening section 2, respectively. (The left side 

represents the upper limit for screening section 1 and the right side 

represents the upper limit for screening section 2.) 

 

(2) Data line (screening section 1) 

Specifies screening conditions predefined by product type. The following 

shows the definition of a data line (screening section 1) (from (i) to (iii) in 

Figure 5-2). 

 

(i) (ii) (iii) 

(iv) (v) (vi) (vii) 

② 

③ 
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(i) Flag: Specifies how to perform screening. 

  Reference: If the whole line is commented out, the screening is not 

  performed. (Lines starting with ";" are handled as comment lines.) 

(ii) Variable name: Mentions the name of a variable to perform screening. 

  Note: Do not change variable names described in template files. 

(iii) Description: Describes an explanation on screening. 

Table 5-1 shows screening that can be specified. 

 

(3) Data line (screening section 2) 

Describes screening conditions that users specify personally. You can 

specify screening to limit the range of a specific variable. The following 

shows the definition of a data line (screening section 2) ((iv) to (vii) in Figure 

5-2). 

 

(iv) Flag: Describes whether to perform screening. (0 = do not perform,  

  1 = perform) 

  Reference: The screening is not performed either, if the whole line is  

  commented out. (Lines starting with ";" are handled as comment lines.) 

(v) Variable name: Describes the name of a variable to perform screening. 

  Note: Specify the same variable name as in the "input data path setting  

  file." 

(vi) Threshold: Mentions the threshold (the lower limit and the upper  

  limit) used for screening. 

  Reference: If there is no need to specify the lower limit or the conditional  

  value limit, write “NaN”. 

(vii) Description: Describes an explanation on screening. 

 

Important: Regardless of whether it is screening section 1 or 2, variable names described 

in the variable name columns need to be specified in the "input data path setting file" 

for items to perform screening. 

Important: Do not delete or modify the separation line "####" between screening section 

1 and 2 (line 17 in Figure 5-2). 
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Table 5-1 Screening Conditions Specifiable in Screening Section 1 

No. Tytle Variable name Input data set 
Screening condition 

(flag, condition) 

Product 

type 

1 Observation 

mode 

obs_mode /RetrievalHeader/ 

acquisition_mode 

 0 OB1D or 

SPOD 

1 OB1D 

2 SPOD 
 

ACOS 

(Standard) 

/scanAttribute/ 

sensor/ 

observationMode 

 

NIES 

2 Gain gain_p /RetrievalHeader/ 

gain_swir (*,0) 

 

0 H or M 

1 H 

2 M 
 

ACOS 

(Standard) 

/Sounding/gain ACOS 

(Lite, V9r) 

/scanAttribute/ 

sensor/gain (*,0) 

 

NIES 

gain 

 

RemoTeC 

3 gain gain 
0 0 or 1 

1 0 

2 1 
 

University 

of 

Leicester 

 

 

4 Land/Ocean flag_landtype flag_landtype 
0 0 or 1 

1 0 (land) 

2 1 (ocean) 
 

RemoTeC 

 

 

 

5 landfrc /SoundingGeometry/ 

sounding_land_fraction 

0 all 

1 sea(Land 

Fraction=0) 

2 mix(0<LF<100) 

3 land (LF=100) 
 

ACOS 

(Standard) 

 /Sounding/land_fraction ACOS 

(Lite) 

 /Data/geolocation/ 

landFraction 

 

NIES 

6 Sunglint flag_sunglint flag_sunglint 
0 0 or 1 

1 0 

2 1 (sunglint) 
 

RemoTeC 

 

 

 

7 Pre-screening pre_scr /scanAttribute/ 

qualityInformation/ 

totalPreScreeningResult 

0 all 

1 other than 1 
 

NIES 

8 Post-screening 

(CO2) 

post_scr_co2 /Data/ 

retrievalQuality/ 

totalPostScreeningResult 

 

NIES 

9 Post-screening 

(CH4) 

post_scr_ch4 /Data/ 

retrievalQuality/ 

totalPostScreeningResult 

 

NIES 

10 Post-screening 

(H2O) 

post_scr_h2o /Data/ 

retrievalQuality/ 

totalPostScreeningResult 

 

NIES 
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No. Tytle Variable name Input data set 
Screening condition 

(flag, condition) 

Product 

type 

11 Post-screening 

(CO2) 

xco2_quality_flag xco2_quality_flag RemoTeC 

University 

of 

Leicester 

ACOS 

(Lite) 

12 Post-screening 

(CH4) 

xch4_quality_flag xch4_quality_flag RemoTeC 

University 

of 

Leicester 

13 Quality flag quality_flag /RetrievalResults/ 

quality_flag 
0 Good or 

Caution or 

Bad 

1 Good or 

Caution 

2 Good 

3 Caution 

4 Bad 
 

ACOS 

(Standard) 

(B3.3, 

B3.4) 

 

 

 

 

 

14 Outcome flag outcome_flag /RetrievalResults/ 

outcome_flag 
0 all 

1 1 or 2 
 

ACOS 

(Standard) 
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5.4 Setting Polygonal Zone Data 

Conditions to match up polygonal zone and GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 products in measuring 

point plot are specified in the “polygonal zone setting file.” 

 

Important: Place the “polygonal zone setting file” in the “conf” folder. 

Reference: The distribution package of This Tool has templates of “polygonal zone setting 

file” (polygon_file.txt) in the folder. 

 

Figure 5-3 shows an example of the “polygonal zone setting file.” 

 

 

Figure 5-3 Example of Polygonal Zone Setting File 

 

The “polygonal zone setting file” consists of a header line and data lines (polygonal zone 

section, time section, and statistical conditions section) ((1), (2), (3), and (4) in Figure 5-3). 

The following shows respective definitions. 

 

(1) Header line 

Describes the upper limits of data items, longitudes and latitudes, specified 

in the data lines for polygonal zone section. 

 

(2) Data line (polygonal zone section)  

Describes longitudes and latitudes of vertices in polygonal zone used in the 

matchup with GOSAT FTS SWIR L2 products. The following shows the 

definition of a data line (polygonal zone section) ((i) and (ii) in Figure 5-3). 

 

(i) Longitude: Describes the longitudes of vertices in polygonal zone. 

(2) 

(iii) 

(1) 

(i) 

(4) 

(iv) 

(ii) 

(3) 
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  Note: All the longitudes in a polygonal zone must be set on the same 

  phase. The discontinuity from -180 degree to +180 degree is not allowed, 

  and vice versa. 

  Note: For a long polygonal zone, the difference of the longitudes between 

  the neighboring vertices must be smaller than 180 degree. 

 Reference: If the whole line is commented out, the data are not 

  used. (Lines starting with ";" are handled as comment lines.) 

(ii) Latitude: Describes the latitudes of vertices in polygonal zone. 

 

(3) Data line (time section)  

Describes the central time (UT) used in the matchup with GOSAT FTS 

SWIR L2 products. The following shows the format of the time. 

 

YYYY-MM-DD hh:mm:ss.sss 

YYYY: year, MM: month, DD: day, hh: hour, mm: minute, ss.sss: second 

 

(4) Data line (statistical conditions section)  

Describes the range of the summation for statistical data. The following 

shows the definition of a data line (statistical conditions section) ((iii) and 

(iv) in Figure 5-3). 

 

(iii) Gain flag: Describes whether to divide the range according to gain. 

  (0 = do not divide, 1 = divide) 

(iv) Land/ocean flag: Describes whether to divide the range according to 

  land/ocean. (0 = do not divide, 1 = divide) 

  Note: The scans with land fractions larger than 60% are summed as 

  land data. 

 

Important: Do not delete or modify the separation line "####" between sections in data 

line (lines 2, 14, and 19 in Figure 5-3). 
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6 Operations by Purpose 

This chapter describes operations by purpose of using This Tool. Note that descriptions 

in the sections in this chapter assume that the input data setting described in Chapter 

5 has completed. 

 

6.1 Creating Scatter Plot 

This Tool can create the following types of scatter plots. 

 

6.1.1 XY plot (P.36) 6.1.2 XYY plot (P.51) 

  

A scatter plot with two variables as the X axis 

and Y axis. 

A plot overlapping two types of scatter plots 

created with two variables respectively. 

The two scatter plots have a variable for the 

X axis in common, and different variables 

for the Y axis. 

6.1.3 XYZ plot (P.58) 6.1.4 Density distribution plot (P.66) 

  

A scatter plot with three variables. Two 

variables are for the X axis and Y axis, and the 

color of plots represents the third variable. 

A density distribution plot with plots on a 

grid of two variables. 
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Sections 6.1.1 to 6.1.4 describe operations to create respective scatter plots. 

 

6.1.1 XY Plot 

This section describes a scatter plot with two variables as the X axis and Y axis (XY plot). 

 

1. Types of drawable plots 

With XY plot, you can draw the following types of plots. 

 

✓ Scatter plot with two variables 

✓ Scatter plot with a histogram 

✓ Scatter plot with a regression line 

✓ Scatter plot with averages 

 

<Scatter plot with two variables> 

This is a scatter plot drawn with two variables selected from scans as the X axis and 

Y axis. 
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<Scatter plot with a histogram> 

This is a plot adding a histogram representing the number of plots per bin in the X 

axis direction to a scatter plot with two variables. 

 

 

Note: The width of bin is automatically set by referencing the width of the X axis. 

 

<Scatter plot with a regression line> 

This is a plot adding a regression line for plot distribution to a scatter plot with two 

variables. 
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<Scatter plot with averages> 

This is a plot adding averages of plots per bin in the X axis direction and error bars 

to a scatter plot with two variables. 

 

 

Note: The width of bin is automatically set by referencing the width of the X axis. 

 

A histogram, a regression line, and averages can be overlapping. 

 

 

 

2. Setting drawing parameters 

Drawing parameters are specified in the “drawing parameter setting files” in the 

“conf” folder of This Tool. The following file is the “drawing parameter setting file” 
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for XY plot. 

 

Drawing parameter setting file: plot_xy_config.txt 

 

Figure 6-1 shows an example of the "drawing parameter setting file." 

 

 

Figure 6-1 Example of Drawing Parameter Setting File 

 

The "drawing parameter setting file" consists of a header line and data lines ((1) and 

(2) in Figure 6-1). The following shows respective definitions. 

 

(1) Header line 

Describes the upper limit of drawing parameters specified in data lines. 

(Usually it is not changed and used as is.) 

(2) Data line 

Describes drawing parameter names and the values by connecting them 

with “=”. For drawing parameters specifiable for XY plot, see Table 6-1. 

Important: If a value for a drawing parameter is not specified in the 

“drawing parameter setting file,” the default value is used for the drawing 

parameter. For default values of drawing parameters, see Table 6-1. 

Reference: Lines starting with “;” are handled as comment lines. And the 

part after “;” in each line is handled as a comment. 

 

 

(1) 

(2) 
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Table 6-1 List of Specifiable Drawing Parameters 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 var1 C Drawing target variable in X 

axis direction[2] 

lat 

2 var2 C Drawing target variable in Y 

axis direction[2] 

xco2 

3 year I Drawing target year[3] 2009 

4 month I Drawing target month[3] 6 

5 h5p_file C Name of input data path 

setting file 

h5_path_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

6 scr_file C Name of screening condition 

setting file 

scr_param_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

7 xsize F Horizontal width of drawing 

area (unit: cm)[4] 

18.3 

8 ysize F Vertical width of drawing 

area (unit: cm)[4] 

9.9 

9 position F*4 Coordinate positions of end 

points of vertical and 

horizontal axes (unit: cm)[4] 

[1.0,0.0,17.3,9.9] 

10 seascape I Direction of paper 

0=portrait, 1=seascape 

0 

11 out_file C Output file name 'fig_plot_xy’+proname+version+ 

’_’+year+month+’.ps’ 

12 histgrm I Whether histogram[5] exists 

0 = without histogram, 1 = 

with histogram 

0 

13 linfit I Whether regression line[5] 

exists 

0 = without regression line, 1 

= with regression line 

0 

14 stdplot I Whether average plots[5] 

exist 

0 = without average plots, 1 

= with average plots 

0 

15 ptitle C Title of plot proname+’('+version+’)’+year 

+’/’+month[6] 

16 xtitle C Title of X axis See Table 6-2 

17 ytitle C Title of Y axis See Table 6-2 

18 xrange F*2 Range of X axis (minimum 

and maximum values) 

Rounded range including all 

data 
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No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

19 yrange F*2 Range of Y axis (minimum 

and maximum values) 

20 usym I Form of plots (For options, 

see Table 6-3.) 

0 

21 color I Color of plots (For options, 

see Table 6-4.) 

0 

22 clrhist I Color of histogram (For 

options, see Table 6-4.) 

0 

23 clrfit I Colors of regression line and 

average plots (For options, 

seeTable 6-4.) 

0 

24 proname C Product type of input data[3] SWIRL2 

25 gasname C Gas type of input data[3] CO2 

26 version C Version of input data[3] V0290 

27 matchup I Whether to use matchup 

function[7] 

0 = do not use, 1 = use 

0 

28 out_dat I Whether to use plot data 

output function[8] 

0 = do not use, 1 = use 

0 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. 

C: character strings, I: integer, F: real number (“*N” indicates an array with  

N elements.) 

Note 2: It needs to be the same as those defined in the input data path setting file. 

Note 3: It needs to be included in the layer of the folder where input data is placed. 

Note 4: For description on drawing layout, see “4 Drawing layout.” 

Note 5: For definitions of histogram, regression line, and average plot, see “1 Types 

of drawable plots.” 

Note 6: When a histogram or average plot is drawn, a character string of “2DHIST” 

or “STD” is added at the end of the title of the plot respectively. 

Note 7: For description on matchup function, see “5 Matchup function.” 

Note 8: For description on plot data output function, see “6 Plot data output 

function”. 

 

Note: An array describes its elements in the “[  ,   ,   ,  ]” format. 
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Table 6-2 List of Default Values for Axis Titles 

No. 
Drawing target 

variable 
Title of axis 

1 lat Latitude (deg.) 

2 lon Longitude (deg.) 

3 xco2 XCO2 (ppm) 

4 xco2_apriori XCO2 apriori (ppm) 

5 pri_xco2 XCO2 prior (ppm) 

6 referenceData_xco2 XCO2 prior (ppm) 

7 xco2_biascorr XCO2 bias corrected (ppm) 

8 xch4 XCH4 (ppm) 

9 Other variables Same as the names of variables 

 

Table 6-3 List of Options for Plot Forms 

No. Value Form 

1 0 Open circle 

2 1 Filled circle 

3 2 Filled diamond 

4 3 Filled triangle 

5 4 Filled square 

6 5 Filled pentagon 

7 6 Filled hexagon 

 

Table 6-4 List of Color Options 

No. Value Color 

1 0 Black 

2 1 White 

3 2 Red 

4 3 Green 

5 4 Blue 

6 5 Cyan 

7 6 Magenta 

8 7 Yellow 

9 8 Orange 

10 9・・・31 Same as the Tektronix 4115 colortable 
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No. Value Color 

11 32 Dark gray 

12 33, 34, 35 Gray (intermediate color) 

13 35 Light gray 

 

3. How to execute the drawing tool 

The following save file is the drawing tool for XY plot. 

 

save file name: drive_plot_xy.sav 

 

You can execute the drawing tool with either of the following two methods; use the 

icon of the save file, or use the command prompt. The following describes respective 

procedures. 

 

<Execution using the icon of the save file> 

See Section 4.4.2. 

 

<Execution using the command prompt> 

Right-click the icon of the Windows logo and select the command prompt. 

 

 

 

Move to the installation folder of the IDL execution program, and execute the start 
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command of IDL Virtual Machine on the command prompt. 

 

cd C:\Program Files\Exelis\IDL85\bin\bin.x86_64 

idlrt -vm= (installation folder of This Tool)\idl\drive_plot_xy.sav 

 

 

Note: The name of the installation folder of the IDL execution program (C:\Program 

Files\Exelis\IDL85\bin\bin.x86_64 in the above example) varies depending on the 

environment of the computer. 
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The “IDL Virtual Machine” dialog box appears. Click anywhere on the dialog box. 

 

 

 

The drawing result is output in the “ps” folder of This Tool. 

 

 

 

Note that the following shows how to execute the tool in a UNIX environment. 
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<Execution method in a UNIX environment> 

In a UNIX environment, start IDL Virtual Machine from the command line. The 

following shows the start command. 

 

idl -vm= (installation folder of This Tool)/idl/drive_plot_xy.sav 

 

The procedure after IDL Virtual Machine starts is the same as the execution method 

in a Windows environment. 

 

Note: It is necessary to set up X-Window to use IDL Virtual Machine in a UNIX 

environment. 

Reference: If you already obtained the IDL license, you can enter the following 

command to use IDL Virtual Machine. In this case, it is not necessary to set up X-

Window. 

 

idl -rt= (installation folder of This Tool)/idl/drive_plot_xy.sav 

 

Reference: You may specify the drawing parameters as arguments following “-args” 

to use IDL Virtual Machine from the command line. Specifiable arguments are the 

parameters shown in Table 6-1 with parameter names capitalized, and the 

parameters shown in Table 6-5. If arguments overlap the description in the drawing 

parameter setting file, arguments take priority. The following shows an example of 

a command including arguments. 

 

idl -rt=home/name/idltool/idl/drive_plot_xy.sav -args YEAR=2006 MONTH=6 

 

Note: Arguments are separated with blanks. Also, an argument and the value are 

connected with “=” in the description. 

Note: Do not place any blank before or after “=”. Blanks cannot exist in character 

strings of arguments. 

 

Table 6-5 Parameters Specifiable as Arguments (Additional Parameters) 

No. 
Argument 

Name 
Type[1] Description 

1 TOPDIR C Installation folder of This Tool[2] 

2 CFG_FILE C Name of the drawing parameter setting file 
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Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. 

C: character strings, I: integer, F: real number (“*N” indicates an array with  

N elements.) 

Note 2: Add the separator of the folder in the end (a backslash for Windows and “/” 

for UNIX). 

 

4. Drawing layout 

Drawing layouts are set as follows using the drawing parameters (xsize, ysize, 

position=[p1, p2, p3, p4]). 

 

✓ The drawing area is set to the center of A4 paper with the horizontal width of 

xsize (cm) and the vertical width of ysize (cm). 

✓ The coordinates have the origin on the bottom left of the drawing area, and the 

frame of the figure is set with the (p1, p2) position to the bottom left and the (p3, 

p4) position on the top right. Here, p1, p2, p3, and p4 represent elements of the 

drawing parameter “position.” (The unit is centimeter.) 

 

Y 

X 

ysize 

xsize 
● 

(p1, p2) 

(p3, p4) 
● 
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Important: To use the A4 paper horizontally, set the drawing parameter “seascape” 

to 1. 

 

5. Matchup function 

Using matchup function, you can draw a plot from the results of matchup between 

a product corresponding to GOSAT L2 by another research institute and GOSAT 

FTS SWIR L2. The following example uses the results of matchup between RemoTec 

v2.3.8 product and SWIR L2 V02.90 product. 

 

Reference: In matchup function, scans are related by the ID number defined for each 

product. 

 

To use the matchup function, set the drawing parameter “matchup” to 1, and set the 

drawing parameters shown in Table 6-6. Also, set the drawing target variable of a 

product corresponding to GOSAT L2 by another research institute to the drawing 

parameter “var2”. (The variable by another research institute is plotted in Y axis 

direction.) 

 

Note: NIES product cannot be set to the drawing parameter “var2”. 
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Table 6-6 List of Drawing Parameters Specifiable in Matchup Function 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 h5p_file2 C Name of input data path setting 

file (for the product by another 

research institute) 

 

2 scr_file2 C Name of screening condition 

setting file (for the product by 

another research institute) 

 

3 proname2 C Product type of input data (for 

the product by another research 

institute)[2] 

 

4 version2 C Version of input data (for the 

product by another research 

institute)[2] 

 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. C: character strings 

Note 2: It needs to be included in the layer of the folder where input data is placed. 

 

6. Plot data output function 

Using plot data output function, you can output data used in XY plot into a text file. 

The following example uses the results of XY plot between latitude and XCO2. 

 

 

Important: The text file is output in the “work/data_list” folder of This Tool. 

Note: On the titles of each row the drawing parameters “xtitle” and “ytitle” are 

written. 

 

To use the plot data output function, set the drawing parameter “out_dat” to 1, and 

set the drawing parameters shown in Table 6-7. 
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Table 6-7 List of Drawing Parameters Specifiable in Plot Data Output Function 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 out_file_dat C Output file name 'fig_plot_xy’+proname+version+ 

’_’+year+month+’.txt’[2] 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. C: character strings 

Note 2: Default value of the output file name is the same as the drawing parameter 

“out_file” except for the file extension, which is replaced to “txt.” 
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6.1.2 XYY Plot 

This section describes a scatter plot with two scatter plots overlapped (XYY plot). 

 

1. Types of drawable plots 

With XYY plot, you can draw the following types of plots. 

 

✓ Overlapping scatter plot 

✓ Scatter plot with a histogram 

✓ Scatter plot with a regression line 

✓ Scatter plot with averages 

 

<Overlapping scatter plot> 

This is an overlapping scatter plot drawing three variables selected from scans as 

the X axis, Y axis, and Y axis. 

 

 

 

In the above example, a scatter plot with XCO2 as the Y axis overlaps with a scatter 

plot with XCO2 prior as the Y axis. 
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<Scatter plot with a histogram> 

This is a plot adding a histogram representing the number of plots per bin in the X 

axis direction for a plot to an overlapping scatter plot. In the following example, a 

histogram for plots represented in magenta is added. 

 

 

Note: The width of bin is automatically set by referencing the width of the X axis. 

Note: Histograms for both the plots cannot be overlapping. 

 

<Scatter plot with a regression line> 

This is a plot adding a regression line for plots of either of the variables to an 

overlapping scatter plot. In the following example, a regression line for plots 

represented in magenta is added. 
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Note: Regression lines for both the plots cannot be overlapping. 

 

<Scatter plot with averages> 

This is a plot adding averages and error bars of plots per bin in the X axis direction 

for plots of either of the variables to an overlapping scatter plot. In the following 

example, averages and error bars for plots represented in magenta are added. 

 

 

Note: The width of bin is automatically set by referencing the width of the X axis. 

Note: Averages and error bars for both the plots cannot be overlapping. 

 

A histogram, a regression line, and averages can be overlapping. 
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2. Setting drawing parameters 

Drawing parameters are specified in the “drawing parameter setting files” in the 

“conf” folder of This Tool. The following file is the “drawing parameter setting file” 

for XYY plot. 

 

Drawing parameter setting file: plot_xyy_config.txt 

 

The configuration of the “drawing parameter setting file” is the same as that of XY 

plot. See 2 in Section 6.1.1. 

Drawing parameters specifiable for XYY plot are the parameters shown in Table 6-1 

(drawing parameters specifiable for XY plot) and the parameters shown in Table 6-8. 

Note that out of default values shown in Table 6-1, the default value of “out_file” is 

“’fig_plot_xyy’ +proname+version+’_’+year+month+’.ps’.” 

 

Table 6-8 List of Specifiable Drawing Parameters (Additions for XYY Plot Parameters) 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 var3 C Drawing target variable in Y axis 

direction (second variable)[2] 

referenceData_xco2 

2 y2title C Title of Y axis (second variable)[3] See Table 6-2 

3 y2usym I Form of plots (second variable) (For 

options, see Table 6-3.) 

0 

4 y2color I Color of plots (second variable) (For 

options, see Table 6-4.) 

0 

5 legend I Whether legend exists[4] 

0 = without legend, 1 = with legend 

0 

6 legpos F*2 Coordinate position of legend (Unit: cm)[5] [13.5,9.0] 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. 

C: character strings, I: integer, F: real number (“*N” indicates an array with  

N elements.) 

Note 2: It needs to be the same as those defined in the input data path setting file. 

Note 3: It is written in the “ytitle + ‘ & ‘ + y2title” format on the Y axis. 

Note 4: ytitle and y2title are used for variables described in the legend. 

Note 5: For description on the drawing layout, see “4 Drawing layout.” 

Note: Elements of an array are written in the “[  ,   ,   ,  ]” format. 
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3. How to execute the drawing tool 

The following save file is the drawing tool for XYY plot. 

 

save file name: drive_plot_xyy.sav 

 

Other items are the same as described for XY plot. See 3 in Section 6.1.1. 

 

Reference: Arguments specifiable in the command line are the parameters shown in 

Table 6-1 and Table 6-5, and the parameters shown in Table 6-8. Note that the 

parameter names in Table 6-1 and Table 6-8 with the character strings capitalized 

are argument names. 

 

4. Drawing layout 

The settings of the drawing layout too are the same as described for XY plot. See 4 

in Section 6.1.1. Note that the coordinate position of the legend (legpos=[p5, p6]) is 

the position shown below. 

 

 

 

X 

Y 

ysize 

xsize 
● 

(p1, p2) 

(p3, p4) 
● 

(p5, p6) 
● 
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5. Plot data output function 

The design of the plot data output function too is the same as described for XY plot. 

See 6 in Section 6.1.1. The following example uses the results of XYY plot among 

latitude, XCO2, XCO2 prior. 

 

 

Note: On the titles of each row the drawing parameters “xtitle,” “ytitle,” and “y2title” 

are written.  
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6.1.3 XYZ Plot 

This section describes a scatter plot with two variables as the X axis and Y axis and the 

third variable represented by the color of plots (XYZ plot). 

 

1. Type of drawable plot 

With XYZ plot, you can draw the following types of plots. 

 

✓ Scatter plot with three variables 

✓ Scatter plot with three variables (the third variable draws the differences 

between two variables) 

 

<Scatter plot with three variables> 

This is a scatter plot with three variables for the X axis, Y axis, and color of plots. 

The following example uses the color of plots to XCO2 prior. 
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<Scatter plot with three variables (the third variable draws the differences between 

two variables)> 

This is a scatter plot drawing three variables for the X axis, Y axis, and color of plots. 

Note that it uses the color of plots to draw the differences between two variables. 

The following example uses the color of plots to represent the differences between 

XCO2 and XCO2 prior. 

 

 

 

2. Setting drawing parameters 

Drawing parameters are specified in the “drawing parameter setting files” in the 

“conf” folder of This Tool. The following file is the “drawing parameter setting file” 

of XYZ plot. 

 

Drawing parameter setting file: plot_xyz_config.txt 

 

The configuration of the “drawing parameter setting file” is the same as that of XY 

plot. See 2 in Section 6.1.1. 

Table 6-9 shows drawing parameters specifiable for XYZ plot. 
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Table 6-9 List of Specifiable Drawing Parameters (XYZ plot) 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 var1 C Drawing target variable 

in X axis direction[2] 

lat 

2 var2 C Drawing target variable 

in Y axis direction[2] 

xco2 

3 var3 C Drawing target variable 

as the color of plot[2], [3] 

referenceData_xco2 

4 var4 C Drawing target variable 

as the color of plot[2], [3] 

 

5 year I Drawing target year[4] 2009 

6 month I Drawing target month[4] 6 

7 h5p_file C Name of input data path 

setting file 

h5_path_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

8 scr_file C Name of screening 

condition setting file 

scr_param_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

9 xsize F Horizontal width of 

drawing area (unit: cm)[5] 

18.3 

10 ysize F Vertical width of drawing 

area (unit: cm)[5] 

9.9 

11 position F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of vertical and 

horizontal axes (unit: 

cm)[5] 

[1.0,0.0,16.3,9.9] 

12 seascape I Direction of paper 

0=portrait, 1=seascape 

0 

13 out_file C Output file name ‘fig_plot_xyz_’+proname+version+ 

’_’+year+month+’.ps’ 

14 ptitle C Title of plot proname+’ ('+version+’) ’+year 

+’/’+month 

15 xtitle C Title of X axis See Table 6-2 

16 ytitle C Title of Y axis See Table 6-2 

17 ztitle C Title of color bar[6] See Table 6-2[6] 

18 xrange F*2 Range of X axis 

(minimum and maximum 

values) 

Rounded range including all data 

19 yrange F*2 Range of Y axis 

(minimum and maximum 

values) 
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No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

20 zrange F*2 Range of color bar 

(minimum and maximum 

values) 

21 colorbar I Color table of plots (For 

options, see Table 6-10) 

34 

22 proname C Product type of input 

data[4] 

SWIRL2 

23 gasname C Gas type of input data[4] CO2 

24 version C Version of input data[4] V0290 

25 poscbar F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of color bar 

(unit: cm)[5] 

[16.5,0.0,17.3,9.9] 

26 matchup I Whether to use matchup 

function[7] 

0 = do not use, 1 = use 

0 

27 out_dat I Whether to use plot data 

output function[8] 

0 = do not use, 1 = use 

0 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. 

C: character strings, I: integer, F: real number (“*N” indicates an array with  

N elements.) 

Note 2: It needs to be the same as those defined in the input data path setting file. 

Note 3: Variables drawn as the color of plots vary depending on with or without var4 

specification. 

Without var4 specification: to draw plots with var3 as the color of plots. 

With var4 specification: to draw plots with “var3 - var4” as the color of plots. 

Note 4: It needs to be included in the layer of the folder where input data is placed. 

Note 5: For description on drawing layout, see “4 Drawing layout.” 

Note 6: With var4 specification, a character string connecting the title for var3 and 

the title for var4 with the minus sign (-) becomes the title of the color bar. 

Note 7: For description on matchup function, see “5 Matchup function.” 

Note 8: For description on plot data output function, see “6 Plot data output function.” 

Note: An array describes its elements in the “[  ,   ,   ,  ]” format. 
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Table 6-10 List of Options of Color Table 

No. Value Color 

1 0・・・40 Color table defined by IDL 

12 41 
 

13 42 
 

 

3. How to execute the drawing tool 

The following save file is the drawing tool for XYZ plot. 

 

save file name: drive_plot_xyz.sav 

 

Other items are the same as described for XY plot. See 3 in Section 6.1.1. 

 

Reference: Arguments specifiable in the command line are the parameters shown in 

Table 6-9 with the parameter names capitalized, and the parameters shown in Table 

6-5. 
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4. Drawing layout 

The settings of the drawing layout are the same as described for XY plot. See 4 in 

Section 6.1.1. Note that the coordinate position of the end point of the color bar 

(poscbar=[p5, p6, p7, p8]) is the position shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

xsize 

● 

(p3, p4) 
● 

(p5, p6) 
● 

(p7, p8) 
● 

Y 

X 

ysize 

(p1, p2) 
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5. Matchup function 

Using matchup function, you can draw a plot from the results of matchup between 

a product corresponding to GOSAT L2 by another research institute and GOSAT 

FTS SWIR L2. The following example uses the results of matchup between RemoTec 

v2.3.8 product and SWIR L2 V02.90 product. 

 

 

Reference: In matchup function, scans are related by the ID number defined for each 

product. 

 

To use the matchup function, set the drawing parameter “matchup” to 1, and set the 

drawing parameters shown in Table 6-6. Also, set the drawing target variable of a 

product corresponding to GOSAT L2 by another research institute to the drawing 

parameters “var3” or “var4”. The variable by another research institute is plotted in 

the following way, respectively. 

 

With var3 specification: it is plotted as the color of plots. (Then, var4 cannot be set.) 

With var4 specification: the substitution from var3 (SWIR L2 product) is plotted as 

the color of plots. 

 

Note: The units of the drawing parameters “var3” or “var4” must be the same to plot 

the substitution. 
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6. Plot data output function 

The design of the plot data output function is the same as described for XY plot. See 

6 in Section 6.1.1. The following example uses the results of XYZ plot among latitude, 

XCO2, the differences between XCO2 and XCO2 prior. 

 

 

Note: On the titles of each row the drawing parameters “xtitle,” “ytitle,” and “ztitle” 

are written. 
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6.1.4 Density Distribution Plot 

This section describes a scatter plot representing density distribution of plots on a grid 

of two variables (density distribution plot). 

 

1. Types of drawable plots 

With density plot, you can draw the following types of plots. 

 

✓ Density distribution plot 

 

<Density distribution plot> 

This is a scatter plot drawing density of plots in XY plot as the color. The number of 

plots in an equally spaced grid in the X axis direction and Y axis direction is the 

density. The following example uses a grid with the width of 1 deg. for the X axis 

direction and 1 ppm for the Y axis direction. 

 

 

 

2. Setting drawing parameters 

Drawing parameters are specified in the “drawing parameter setting files” in the 

“conf” folder of This Tool. The following file is the “drawing parameter setting file” 

of density distribution plot. 

 

Drawing parameter setting file: plot_xyz_config.txt 
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The configuration of the “drawing parameter setting file” is the same as that of XY 

plot. See 2 in Section 6.1.1. 

Table 6-11 shows drawing parameters specifiable for density distribution plot. 

 

Table 6-11 List of Specifiable Drawing Parameters (density distribution plot) 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 var1 C Drawing target variable 

in X axis direction[2] 

lat 

2 var2 C Drawing target variable 

in Y axis direction[2] 

xco2 

3 year I Drawing target year[3] 2009 

4 month I Drawing target month[3] 6 

5 h5p_file C Name of input data path 

setting file 

h5_path_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

6 scr_file C Name of screening 

condition setting file 

scr_param_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

7 xsize F Horizontal width of 

drawing area (unit: cm)[4] 

18.3 

8 ysize F Vertical width of drawing 

area (unit: cm)[4] 

9.9 

9 position F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of vertical and 

horizontal axes (unit: 

cm)[4] 

[1.0,0.0,16.3,9.9] 

10 seascape I Direction of paper 

0=portrait, 1=seascape 

0 

11 out_file C Output file name 'fig_plot_xyn_’+proname+version+ 

’_’+year+month+’.ps’ 

12 xbin F Width of bin in the X axis 

direction[5] 

1.0 

13 ybin F Width of bin in the Y axis 

direction[6] 

1.0 

14 ptitle C Title of plot proname+’ ('+version+’) ’+year 

+’/’+month 

15 xtitle C Title of X axis See Table 6-2 

16 ytitle C Title of Y axis See Table 6-2 

17 xrange F*2 Range of X axis 

(minimum and maximum 

values) 

Rounded range including all data 

18 yrange F*2 Range of Y axis 

(minimum and maximum 
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No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

values) 

19 nrange F*2 Range of color bar 

(minimum and maximum 

values) 

20 colorbar I Color table of plots (For 

options, see Table 6-10) 

34 

21 proname C Product type of input 

data[3] 

SWIRL2 

22 gasname C Gas type of input data[3] CO2 

23 version C Version of input data[3] V0290 

24 poscbar F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of color bar 

(unit: cm)[4] 

[16.5,0.0,17.3,9.9] 

25 matchup I Whether to use matchup 

function[7] 

0 = do not use, 1 = use 

0 

26 out_dat I Whether to use plot data 

output function[8] 

0 = do not use, 1 = use 

0 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. 

C: character strings, I: integer, F: real number (“*N” indicates an array with  

N elements.) 

Note 2: It needs to be the same as those defined in the input data path setting file. 

Note 3: It needs to be included in the layer of the folder where input data is placed. 

Note 4: For description on drawing layout, see “4 Drawing layout” in Section 6.1.3. 

Note 5: The unit is the same as that of X axis. 

Note 6: The unit is the same as that of Y axis. 

Note 7: For description on matchup function, see “4 Matchup function.” 

Note 8: For description on plot data output function, see “5 Plot data output function.” 

Note: An array describes its elements in the “[  ,   ,   ,  ]” format. 

 

3. How to execute the drawing tool 

The following save file is the drawing tool for density distribution plot. 

 

save file name: drive_plot_xyn.sav 

 

Other items are the same as described for XY plot. See 3 in Section 6.1.1. 
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Reference: Arguments specifiable in the command line are the parameters shown in 

Table 6-11 with the parameter names capitalized, and the parameters shown in 

Table 6-5. 

 

4. Matchup function 

Using matchup function, you can draw a plot from the results of matchup between 

a product corresponding to GOSAT L2 by another research institute and GOSAT 

FTS SWIR L2. The following example uses the results of matchup between RemoTec 

v2.3.8 product and SWIR L2 V02.90 product. 

 

Reference: In matchup function, scans are related by the ID number defined for each 

product. 

 

To use the matchup function, set the drawing parameter “matchup” to 1, and set the 

drawing parameters shown in Table 6-6. Also, set the drawing target variable of a 

product corresponding to GOSAT L2 by another research institute to the drawing 

parameter “var2”. (The variable by another research institute is plotted in Y axis 

direction.) 
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5. Plot data output function 

The design of the plot data output function is the same as described for XY plot. See 

6 in Section 6.1.1. The following example uses the results of density distribution plot 

between latitude and XCO2. 

 

 

Note: On the titles of each row the drawing parameters “xtitle” and “ytitle” are 

written. 
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6.2 Creating Time Series Plot 

This Tool can create the following types of time series plots. 

 

6.2.1 TY plot (P.71) 6.2.2 TYZ plot (P.78) 

  

A time series plot with the X axis of time and 

the Y axis of an arbitrary variable. 

A time series plot with the X axis of time 

and the Y axis of an arbitrary variable. In 

addition, the color of plots represents the 

second variable. 

6.2.3 TY grid point plot (P.84)  

 

 

A time series plot based on grid points. Plots 

averages (or standard deviations or data 

scores) of an arbitrary variable on a grid 

point of time and another arbitrary variable. 

 

 

Sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.2 describe operations to create respective time series plots. 

 

6.2.1 TY Plot 

This section describes a time series plot with the X axis of time and the Y axis of an 

arbitrary variable (TY plot). 

 

 

1. Types of drawable plots 
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With TY plot, you can draw the following types of plots. 

 

✓ Time series plot 

✓ Time series plot with a histogram 

✓ Time series plot with a regression line 

✓ Time series plot with averages 

 

<Time series plot> 

This is a series plot drawn with a variable selected from scans as the Y axis. 

 

 

Note: The format of the X axis is automatically set according to the drawing target 

period. 

When the drawing period is less than four days, the unit of display is hour. 

When the drawing period is more than three days and less than 90 days, the 

unit of display is day. 

When the drawing period is 90 days or more, the unit of display is month. 
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<Time series plot with a histogram> 

This is a plot adding a histogram representing the number of plots per bin in the X 

axis direction to a time series plot. 

 

 

Note: The width of bin is automatically set by referencing the width of the X axis. 

Note: The format of the X axis is automatically set according to the drawing target 

period. (See note in Time series plot.) 

 

<Time series plot with a regression line> 

This is a plot adding a regression line for plot distribution to a time series plot. 
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Note: The format of the X axis is automatically set according to the drawing target 

period. (See note in Time series plot.) 

 

<Time series plot with averages> 

This is a plot adding averages of plots per bin in the X axis direction and error bars 

to a time series plot. 

 

 

Note: The width of bin is automatically set by referencing the width of the X axis. 

Note: The format of the X axis is automatically set according to the drawing target 

period. (See note in Time series plot.) 
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A histogram, a regression line, and averages can be overlapping. 

 

 

 

2. Setting drawing parameters 

Drawing parameters are specified in the “drawing parameter setting files” in the 

“conf” folder of This Tool. The following file is the “drawing parameter setting file” 

of TY plot. 

 

Drawing parameter setting file: plot_ty_config.txt 

 

The configuration of the “drawing parameter setting file” is the same as that of the 

scatter plot. See 2 in Section 6.1.1. 

Table 6-12 shows drawing parameters specifiable for TY plot. 

 

Table 6-12 List of Specifiable Drawing Parameters (TY plot) 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 var1 C Drawing target variable in Y 

axis direction[2] 

xco2 

2 startmonth I*2 Start year and month of 

drawing target period[3] 

[2009,6] 

3 endmonth I*2 End year and month of 

drawing target period[3] 

[2009,8] 

4 h5p_file C Name of input data path h5_path_nies_swir_l2_ 
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No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

setting file co2_v02.90.txt 

5 scr_file C Name of screening condition 

setting file 

scr_param_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

6 xsize F Horizontal width of drawing 

area (unit: cm)[4] 

18.3 

7 ysize F Vertical width of drawing area 

(unit: cm)[4] 

9.9 

8 position F*4 Coordinate positions of end 

points of vertical and 

horizontal axes (unit: cm)[4] 

[1.0,0.0,17.3,9.9] 

9 seascape I Direction of paper 

0=portrait, 1=seascape 

0 

10 out_file C Output file name ‘fig_plot_ty_’+proname+ 

version+’.ps’ 

11 histgrm I Whether histogram[5] exists 

0 = without histogram, 1 = 

with histogram 

0 

12 linfit I Whether regression line[5] 

exists 

0 = without regression line, 1 

= with regression line 

0 

13 stdplot I Whether average plots[5] exist 

0 = without average plots, 1 = 

with average plots 

0 

14 ptitle C Title of plot proname+’ (‘+version+’) ’[6] 

15 ytitle C Title of Y axis See Table 6-2 

16 yrange F*2 Range of Y axis (minimum and 

maximum values) 

Rounded range including all 

data 

17 usym I Form of plots (For options, see 

Table 6-3.) 

0 

18 color I Color of plots (For options, see 

Table 6-4.) 

0 

19 clrhist I Color of histogram (For 

options, see Table 6-4.) 

0 

20 clrfit I Colors of regression line and 

average plots (For options, see 

Table 6-4.) 

0 

21 proname C Product type of input data[3] SWIRL2 

22 gasname C Gas type of input data[3] CO2 
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No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

23 version C Version of input data[3] V0290 

24 out_dat I Whether to use plot data 

output function[7] 

0 = do not use, 1 = use 

0 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. 

C: character strings, I: integer, F: real number (“*N” indicates an array with  

N elements.) 

Note 2: It needs to be the same as those defined in the input data path setting file. 

Note 3: Year, month, product type, gas type, and version need to be included in the 

layer of the folder where input data is placed. 

Note 4: For description on drawing layout, see “4 Drawing layout” in Section 6.1.1. 

Note 5: For definitions of histogram, regression line, and average plot, see “1 Types 

of drawable plots.” 

Note 6: When a histogram or average plot is drawn, a character string of “2DHIST” 

or “STD” is added at the end of the title of the plot respectively. 

Note 7: For description on plot data output function, see “4 Plot data output function.” 

Note: An array describes its elements in the “[  ,   ,   ,  ]” format. 

 

3. How to execute the drawing tool 

The following save file is the drawing tool for TY plot. 

 

save file name: drive_plot_ty.sav 

 

Other items are the same as described for the scatter plot. See 3 in Section 6.1.1. 

 

Reference: Arguments specifiable in the command line are the parameters shown in 

Table 6-12 with the parameter names capitalized, and the parameters shown in 

Table 6-5. 

 

4. Plot data output function 

The design of the plot data output function is the same as described for scatter plot. 

See 6 in Section 6.1.1. The following example uses the results of TY plot of XCO2. 
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Note: On the titles of each row “Julian Day” and the drawing parameter “ytitle” are 

written.  
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6.2.2 TYZ Plot 

This section describes a time series plot with time as the X axis, a variable as the Y axis, 

and the second variable represented by the color of plots (TYZ plot). 

 

1. Type of drawable plot 

With TYZ plot, you can draw the following types of plots. 

 

✓ Time series plot with two variables 

✓ Time series plot with two variables (the second variable draws the differences 

between two variables) 

 

<Time series plot with two variables> 

This is a time series plot with two variables for the Y axis, and color of plots. The 

following example uses the color of plots to XCO2 prior. 

 

 

Note: The format of the X axis is automatically set according to the drawing target 

period. 

When the drawing period is less than four days, the unit of display is hour. 

When the drawing period is more than three days and less than 90 days, the 

unit of display is day. 

When the drawing period is 90 days or more, the unit of display is month. 
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<Time series plot with two variables (the second variable draws the differences 

between two variables)> 

This is a time series plot drawing two variables for the Y axis, and color of plots. 

Note that it uses the color of plots to draw the differences between two variables. 

The following example uses the color of plots to represent the differences between 

XCO2 and XCO2 prior. 

 

 

Note: The format of the X axis is automatically set according to the drawing target 

period. (See note in Time series plot with two variables.) 

 

2. Setting drawing parameters 

Drawing parameters are specified in the “drawing parameter setting files” in the 

“conf” folder of This Tool. The following file is the “drawing parameter setting file” 

of TYZ plot. 

 

Drawing parameter setting file: plot_tyz_config.txt 

 

The configuration of the “drawing parameter setting file” is the same as that of the 

scatter plot. See 2 in Section 6.1.1. 

Table 6-13 shows drawing parameters specifiable for TYZ plot. 
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Table 6-13 List of Specifiable Drawing Parameters (TYZ plot) 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 var1 C Drawing target variable 

in Y axis direction[2] 

xco2 

2 var2 C Drawing target variable 

as the color of plot[2], [3] 

referenceData_xco2 

3 var3 C Drawing target variable 

as the color of plot[2], [3] 

 

4 startmonth I*2 Start year and month of 

drawing target period[4] 

[2009,6] 

5 endmonth I*2 End year and month of 

drawing target period[4] 

[2009,8] 

6 h5p_file C Name of input data path 

setting file 

h5_path_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

7 scr_file C Name of screening 

condition setting file 

scr_param_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

8 xsize F Horizontal width of 

drawing area (unit: cm)[5] 

18.3 

9 ysize F Vertical width of drawing 

area (unit: cm)[5] 

9.9 

10 position F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of vertical and 

horizontal axes (unit: 

cm)[5] 

[1.0,0.0,16.3,9.9] 

11 seascape I Direction of paper 

0=portrait, 1=seascape 

0 

12 out_file C Output file name 'fig_plot_xyz’+proname+version+ 

’.ps’ 

13 ptitle C Title of plot proname+’ ('+version+’) ’ 

14 ytitle C Title of Y axis See Table 6-2 

15 ztitle C Title of color bar[6] See Table 6-2[6] 

16 yrange F*2 Range of Y axis 

(minimum and maximum 

values) 

Rounded range including all data 

17 zrange F*2 Range of color bar 

(minimum and maximum 

values) 

18 colorbar I Color table of plots (For 

options, see Table 6-10) 

34 

19 proname C Product type of input 

data[4] 

SWIRL2 

20 gasname C Gas type of input data[4] CO2 
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No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

21 version C Version of input data[4] V0290 

22 poscbar F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of color bar 

(unit: cm)[5] 

[16.5,0.0,17.3,9.9] 

23 matchup I Whether to use matchup 

function[7] 

0 = do not use, 1 = use 

0 

24 out_dat I Whether to use plot data 

output function[8] 

0 = do not use, 1 = use 

0 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. 

C: character strings, I: integer, F: real number (“*N” indicates an array with  

N elements.) 

Note 2: It needs to be the same as those defined in the input data path setting file. 

Note 3: Variables drawn as the color of plots vary depending on with or without var3 

specification. 

Without var3 specification: to draw plots with var2 as the color of plots. 

With var3 specification: to draw plots with “var2 – var3” as the color of plots. 

Note 4: Year, month, product type, gas type, and version need to be included in the 

layer of the folder where input data is placed. See Section 5.1 for details. 

Note 5: For description on drawing layout, see “4 Drawing layout” in Section 6.1.3. 

Note 6: With var3 specification, a character string connecting the title for var2 and 

the title for var3 with the minus sign (-) becomes the title of the color bar. 

Note 7: For description on matchup function, see “4 Matchup function.” 

Note 8: For description on plot data output function, see “5 Plot data output function.” 

Note: An array describes its elements in the “[  ,   ,   ,  ]” format. 

 

3. How to execute the drawing tool 

The following save file is the drawing tool for TYZ plot. 

 

save file name: drive_plot_tyz.sav 

 

Other items are the same as described for the scatter plot. See 3 in Section 6.1.1. 

 

Reference: Arguments specifiable in the command line are the parameters shown  
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in Table 6-13 with the parameter names capitalized, and the parameters shown in 

Table 6-5. 

 

4. Matchup function 

Using matchup function, you can draw a plot from the results of matchup between 

a product corresponding to GOSAT L2 by another research institute and GOSAT 

FTS SWIR L2. The following example uses the results of matchup between RemoTec 

v2.3.8 product and SWIR L2 V02.90 product. 

 

 

Reference: In matchup function, scans are related by the ID number defined for each 

product. 

 

To use the matchup function, set the drawing parameter “matchup” to 1, and set the 

drawing parameters shown in Table 6-6. Also, set the drawing target variable of a 

product corresponding to GOSAT L2 by another research institute to the drawing 

parameters “var2” or “var3”. The variable by another research institute is plotted in 

the following way, respectively. 

 

With var2 specification: it is plotted as the color of plots. (Then, var3 cannot be set.) 

With var3 specification: the substitution from var2 (SWIR L2 product) is plotted as 

the color of plots. 

 

Note: The units of the drawing parameters “var2” or “var3” must be the same to plot 

the substitution. 
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5. Plot data output function 

The design of the plot data output function is the same as described for scatter plot. 

See 6 in Section 6.1.1. The following example uses the results of TYZ plot of XCO2 

and the differences between XCO2 and XCO2 prior. 

 

 

Note: On the titles of each row “Julian Day” and the drawing parameters “ytitle” 

and “ztitle” are written. 
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6.2.3 TY Grid Point Plot 

This section describes a time series plot representing density distribution of plots, and 

average and standard deviation of an arbitrary variable on a grid of time and another 

arbitrary variable (TY grid point plot). 

 

1. Types of drawable plots 

With TY grid point plot, you can draw the following types of plots. 

 

✓ Density distribution plot 

✓ Distribution plot of averages 

✓ Distribution plot of standard deviations 

 

<Density distribution plot> 

This is a time series plot drawing density of plots in TY plot as the color. The number 

of plots in an equally spaced grid in the time direction and arbitrary variable 

direction is the density. The following example uses a grid with the width of 1 day 

for the time direction and 1 ppm for XCO2 direction. 
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<Distribution plot of averages> 

This is a time series plot drawing an average of a variable selected from scans in 

each grid as the color. The following example uses the average of XCO2 prior in the 

grid with the width of 1 day for the time direction and 1 ppm for XCO2 direction. 

 

 

<Distribution plot of standard deviations> 

This is a time series plot drawing a standard deviation of a variable selected from 

scans in each grid as the color. The following example uses the standard deviation 

of XCO2 prior in the grid with the width of 1 day for the time direction and 1 ppm 

for XCO2 direction. 

 

 

Note: The definition of the standard deviation (STD) is as follows. 

STD = √
1

𝑁 − 1
∑(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)

2

𝑁

𝑖=1
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2. Setting drawing parameters 

Drawing parameters are specified in the “drawing parameter setting files” in the 

“conf” folder of This Tool. The following file is the “drawing parameter setting file” 

of TY grid point plot. 

 

Drawing parameter setting file: plot_tyg_config.txt 

 

The configuration of the “drawing parameter setting file” is the same as that of the 

scatter plot. See 2 in Section 6.1.1. 

Table 6-14 shows drawing parameters specifiable for TY grid point plot. 

 

Table 6-14 List of Specifiable Drawing Parameters (TY grid point plot) 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 var1 C Drawing target variable 

in Y axis direction[2] 

xco2 

2 var2 C Drawing target variable 

in distribution plots of 

averages and standard 

deviations[2] 

referenceData_xco2 

3 startmonth I*2 Start year and month of 

drawing target period[3] 

[2009,6] 

4 endmonth I*2 End year and month of 

drawing target period[3] 

[2009,8] 

5 h5p_file C Name of input data path 

setting file 

h5_path_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

6 scr_file C Name of screening 

condition setting file 

scr_param_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

7 xsize F Horizontal width of 

drawing area (unit: cm)[4] 

18.3 

8 ysize F Vertical width of drawing 

area (unit: cm)[4] 

9.9 

9 position F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of vertical and 

horizontal axes (unit: 

cm)[4] 

[1.0,0.0,16.4,7.7] 

10 seascape I Direction of paper 

0=portrait, 1=seascape 

0 
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No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

11 histgrm I Whether density 

distribution plot is 

created 

0=not created, 1=created 

0 

12 avgplot I Whether distribution plot 

of averages is created 

0=not created, 1=created 

0 

13 stdplot I Whether distribution plot 

of standard deviations 

is created 

0=not created, 1=created 

0 

14 out_file_h C Output file name (density 

distribution plot) 

'fig_plot_tyg_2dhist_’+proname+ 

version+’.ps’ 

15 out_file_a C Output file name 

(distribution plot of 

averages) 

'fig_plot_tyg_avg_’+proname+ 

version+’.ps’ 

16 out_file_s C Output file name 

(distribution plot of 

standard deviations) 

'fig_plot_tyg_std_’+proname+ 

version+’.ps’ 

17 xbin F Width of bin in the X axis 

direction (time)[5] 

5.0 

18 ybin F Width of bin in the Y axis 

direction[6] 

2.5 

19 ptitle_h C Title of plot (density 

distribution plot) 

proname+’ ('+version+’) ’ 

+’ 2DHIST’ 

20 ptitle_a C Title of plot (distribution 

plot of averages) 

proname+’ ('+version+’) ’ 

+’ AVERAGE’ 

21 ptitle_s C Title of plot (distribution 

plot of standard 

deviations) 

proname+’ ('+version+’) ’ 

+’ STANDARD DEVIATION’ 

22 ytitle C Title of Y axis See Table 6-2 

23 ztitle_h C Title of color bar (density 

distribution plot) 

Count per Bin 

24 ztitle_a C Title of color bar 

(distribution plot of 

averages) 

'Average of ' + items in Table 6-2 

25 ztitle_s C Title of color bar 

(distribution plot of 

standard deviations) 

'Standard Deviation of ' + items in 

Table 6-2 

26 yrange F*2 Range of Y axis 

(minimum and maximum 

values) 

Rounded range including all data 
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No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

27 zrange_h F*2 Range of color bar 

(minimum and maximum 

values) (density 

distribution plot) 

28 zrange_a F*2 Range of color bar 

(minimum and maximum 

values) (distribution plot 

of averages) 

29 zrange_s F*2 Range of color bar 

(minimum and maximum 

values) (distribution plot 

of standard deviations) 

30 colorbar I Color table of plots (For 

options, see Table 6-10) 

34 

31 proname C Product type of input 

data[3] 

SWIRL2 

32 gasname C Gas type of input data[3] CO2 

33 version C Version of input data[3] V0290 

34 poscbar F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of color bar 

(unit: cm)[4] 

[16.6,0.0,17.3,7.7] 

35 out_dat I Whether to use plot data 

output function[7] 

0 = do not use, 1 = use 

0 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. 

C: character strings, I: integer, F: real number (“*N” indicates an array with  

N elements.) 

Note 2: It needs to be the same as those defined in the input data path setting file. 

Note 3: It needs to be included in the layer of the folder where input data is placed. 

Note 4: For description on drawing layout, see “4 Drawing layout” in Section 6.1.3. 

Note 5: The unit is the same as that of X axis. 

Note 6: The unit is the same as that of Y axis. 

Note 7: For description on plot data output function, see “4 Plot data output function.” 

Note: An array describes its elements in the “[  ,   ,   ,  ]” format. 

 

3. How to execute the drawing tool 

The following save file is the drawing tool for TY grid point plot. 

 

save file name: drive_plot_tyg.sav 
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Other items are the same as described for the scatter plot. See 3 in Section 6.1.1. 

 

Reference: Arguments specifiable in the command line are the parameters shown in 

Table 6-14 with the parameter names capitalized, and the parameters shown in 

Table 6-5. 

 

4. Plot data output function 

The design of the plot data output function is the same as described for scatter plot. 

See 6 in Section 6.1.1. Note that the drawing parameters shown in Table 6-15 are 

used in plot data output function. The following shows examples of plot data outputs. 

 

<Density distribution plot> 

 

Note: On the titles of each row “Julian Day” and the drawing parameter “ytitle” are 

written. 
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<Distribution plot of averages><Distribution plot of standard deviations> 

 

Note: On the titles of each row “Julian Day,” the drawing parameter “ytitle,”  and 

the character strings set from the drawing parameter “var2” are written. 

 

Table 6-15 List of Drawing Parameters Specifiable in Plot Data Output Function 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 out_file_dat_h C Output file name (density 

distribution plot) 

'fig_plot_tyg_2dhist_’+proname+ 

version+’_’+year+month+’.txt’ 

2 out_file_dat_a C Output file name 

(distribution plot of 

averages) 

'fig_plot_tyg_avg_’+proname+ 

version+’_’+year+month+’.txt’ 

3 out_file_dat_s C Output file name 

(distribution plot of 

standard deviations) 

'fig_plot_tyg_std_’+proname+ 

version+’_’+year+month+’.txt’ 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. C: character strings 
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6.3 Creating Global Distribution Plot 

This Tool can create the following types of global distribution plots. 

 

6.3.1 Measuring point plot (P.91) 6.3.2 Grid point plot (P.105) 

  

A distribution plot based on measuring 

points. The color of plots located by the 

longitude and latitude of the map represents 

an arbitrary variable. 

A distribution plot based on grid points. 

Plots averages (or standard deviations or 

data scores) of an arbitrary variable on a 

grid point of the longitude and latitude of 

the map. 

 

Sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.2 describe operations to create respective global distribution plots. 

 

Note: To draw global distribution plots, latitude (variable name “lat”) and longitude 

(variable name “lon”) need to be included in the input data path setting file. 

 

6.3.1 Measuring Point Plot 

This section describes a global distribution plot with an arbitrary variable represented 

by the color of plots (measuring point plot). 

 

1. Type of drawable plot 

With measuring point plot, you can draw the following types of plots. 

 

✓ Global distribution plot 

✓ Global distribution plot (drawing the difference between two variables) 

 

<Global distribution plot> 

This is a distribution plot drawn with a variable selected from scans as the color of 

plots. The following example uses the color of plots to XCO2. 
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<Global distribution plot (drawing the difference between two variables)> 

This is a distribution plot drawing the difference between two variables selected 

from scans as the color of plots. The following example uses the color of plots to the 

difference between XCO2 and XCO2 prior. 

 

 

 

2. Setting drawing parameters 

Drawing parameters are specified in the “drawing parameter setting files” in the 

“conf” folder of This Tool. The following file is the “drawing parameter setting file” 

of measuring point plot. 

 

Drawing parameter setting file: plot_map_config.txt 

 

The configuration of the “drawing parameter setting file” is the same as that of the 
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scatter plot. See 2 in Section 6.1.1. 

Table 6-16 shows drawing parameters specifiable for measuring point plot. 

 

Table 6-16 List of Specifiable Drawing Parameters (measuring point plot) 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 var1 C Drawing target variable 

as the color of plot[2], [3] 

xco2 

2 var2 C Drawing target variable 

as the color of plot[2], [3] 

 

3 year I Drawing target year[4] 2009 

4 month I Drawing target month[4] 6 

5 h5p_file C Name of input data path 

setting file 

h5_path_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

6 scr_file C Name of screening 

condition setting file 

scr_param_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

7 xsize F Horizontal width of 

drawing area (unit: cm)[5] 

18.3 

8 ysize F Vertical width of drawing 

area (unit: cm)[5] 

9.9 

9 position F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of vertical and 

horizontal axes (unit: 

cm)[5] 

[1.0,0.0,16.4,7.7] 

10 seascape I Direction of paper 

0=portrait, 1=seascape 

0 

11 out_file C Output file name 'fig_plot_map_’+proname+version+ 

’_’+year+month+’.ps’ 

12 ptitle C Title of plot proname+’ ('+version+’) ’+year 

+’/’+month 

13 ztitle C Title of color bar[6] See Table 6-2[6] 

14 xrange F*2 Range of X axis 

(longitude) (minimum 

and maximum values) 

Rounded range including all data 

15 yrange F*2 Range of Y axis (latitude) 

(minimum and maximum 

values) 

16 zrange F*2 Range of color bar 

(minimum and maximum 

values) 

17 colorbar I Color table of plots (For 

options, see Table 6-10) 

34 
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No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

18 proname C Product type of input 

data[4] 

SWIRL2 

19 gasname C Gas type of input data[4] CO2 

20 version C Version of input data[4] V0290 

21 poscbar F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of color bar 

(unit: cm)[5] 

[16.6,0.0,17.3,7.7] 

22 matchup I Whether to use matchup 

function[7] 

0 = do not use, 

1 = use (OCO-2 matchup), 

2 = use (matchup with 

polygonal zone) 

0 

23 out_dat I Whether to use plot data 

output function[8] 

0 = do not use, 

1 = use (output plot data), 

2 = use (output results of 

matchup) 

0 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. 

C: character strings, I: integer, F: real number (“*N” indicates an array with  

N elements.) 

Note 2: It needs to be the same as those defined in the input data path setting file. 

Note 3: Variables drawn as the color of plots vary depending on with or without var2 

specification. 

Without var2 specification: to draw plots with var1 as the color of plots. 

With var2 specification: to draw plots with “var1 – var2” as the color of plots. 

(When matchup function is used, the usage of var2 is different from the 

 above explanation. See “” for details. ) 

Note 4: It needs to be included in the layer of the folder where input data is placed. 

Note 5: For description on drawing layout, see “4 Drawing layout” in Section 6.1.3. 

Note 6: With var2 specification, a character string connecting the title for var1 and 

the title for var2 with the minus sign (-) becomes the title of the color bar. 

Note 7: For description on matchup function, see “4 OCO-2 matchup function” and 

“5 Matchup function with polygonal zone.” 

Note 8: For description on plot data output function, see “6 Plot data output function,” 

“7 OCO-2 matchup data output function,” and “8 Polygonal zone matchup data 

output function.” 

Note: An array describes its elements in the “[  ,   ,   ,  ]” format. 
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3. How to execute the drawing tool 

The following save file is the drawing tool for measuring point plot. 

 

save file name: drive_plot_map.sav 

 

Other items are the same as described for the scatter plot. See 3 in Section 6.1.1. 

 

Reference: Arguments specifiable in the command line are the parameters shown in 

Table 6-16 with the parameter names capitalized, and the parameters shown in 

Table 6-5. 

 

4. OCO-2 matchup function 

Using OCO-2 matchup function, you can select OCO-2 soundings which are included 

in the ground footprint of GOSAT observation, and draw a plot from the results. 

With OCO-2 matchup function, you can draw the following types of plots. 

 

✓ GOSAT plot 

Draws GOSAT data matching up OCO-2 data. 

✓ OCO-2 plot of averages 

Draws averages of OCO-2 data in the ground footprint of GOSAT observation. 

✓ “GOSAT minus OCO-2” plot 

Draws differences between GOSAT data and averaged OCO-2 data. 

✓ “OCO-2 minus GOSAT” plot 

Draws differences between averaged OCO-2 data and GOSAT data. 

✓ OCO-2 plot 

Draws individual OCO-2 data in the ground footprint of GOSAT observation. 

 

The following examples show the results of matchup on September, 2016. 
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<GOSAT plot> 

 

 

<OCO-2 plot of averages> 

 

 

<“GOSAT minus OCO-2” plot> 
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<“OCO-2 minus GOSAT” plot> 

 

 

<OCO-2 plot> 

 

 

Reference: In OCO-2 plot the ground footprint of GOSAT observation are also drawn. 

 

To use the OCO-2 matchup function, set the drawing parameter “matchup” to 1, and 

set the drawing parameters shown in Table 6-17. Also, set the drawing target 

variable of OCO-2 products to the drawing parameter “var2”. 

 

Note: You can use both OCO-2 “Standard” products and OCO-2 “Lite” products in 

the OCO-2 matchup function. Note that for OCO-2 “Standard” products you cannot 

draw “GOSAT minus OCO-2” plot and “OCO-2 minus GOSAT” plot, because the unit 

of gas mixing ratio in the OCO-2 “Standard” products is different from the unit in 
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GOSAT products. 

Note: OCO-2 matchup function is a time-consuming process. It takes up to 20 

minutes for the matchup process of one month data. 

 

Table 6-17 List of Drawing Parameters Specifiable in OCO-2 Matchup Function 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 h5p_file2 C Name of input data path setting 

file (for OCO-2 product) 

 

2 scr_file2 C Name of screening condition 

setting file (for OCO-2 product) 

 

3 proname2 C Product type of input data (for 

OCO-2 product)[2] 

 

4 version2 C Version of input data (for OCO-2 

product)[2] 

 

5 out_plot I Type of drawing plot 

0 = do not draw, 

1 = draw GOSAT plot, 

2 = draw OCO-2 plot of averages, 

3 = draw ‘GOSAT minus OCO-2’ 

plot, 

4 = draw ‘OCO-2 minus GOSAT’ 

plot, 

5 = draw OCO-2 plot 

 

6 time_dif F Maximum time for matchup 

(unit: hour) 

 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. C: character strings 

Note 2: It needs to be included in the layer of the folder where input data is placed. 
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5. Matchup function with polygonal zone 

Using matchup function with polygonal zone, you can select GOSAT observations 

which are included in the polygonal zone defined in “polygonal zone setting file,” and 

draw a plot from the results. The following example shows the results of matchup 

with the rectangle with longitude -10 degree to +90 degree, and latitude 0 degree to 

+60 degree. 

 

 

 

To use the matchup function with polygonal zone, set the drawing parameter 

“matchup” to 2, and set the drawing parameters shown in Table 6-18. Also, set the 

longitudes and latitudes of vertices in polygonal zone and the central time for the 

matchup in the “polygonal zone setting file.” See section 5.4 for the explanation of 

the “polygonal zone setting file.” 

 

Table 6-18 List of Drawing Parameters Specifiable in Matchup Function with 

Polygonal Zone 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 polygon_file C Name of polygonal zone setting 

file 

 

2 out_plot I Whether to draw plot 

0 = do not draw, 

1 = draw 

 

3 time_dif F Maximum time for matchup 

(unit: hour) 

 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. C: character strings 
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6. Plot data output function 

The design of the plot data output function is the same as described for scatter plot. 

See 6 in Section 6.1.1. The following example uses the results of measuring point 

plot of XCO2. 

 

 

Note: On the titles of each row “Longitude (deg.),” “Latitude (deg.),” and the drawing 

parameter “ztitle” are written. 

 

7. OCO-2 matchup data output function 

Using OCO-2 matchup data output function, you can output results of OCO-2 

matchup function into a text file. The following example shows the results of 

matchup on September, 2016. 

 

 

Important: The text file is output in the “work/data_list_matchup” folder of This 

Tool. 

 

To use the OCO-2 matchup data output function, set the drawing parameter 

“matchup” to 1, the drawing parameter “out_dat” to 2, and set the drawing 

parameters shown in Table 6-17 and Table 6-19. Also, set the drawing target 

variable of OCO-2 products to the drawing parameter “var2”. 
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Note: OCO-2 matchup function is a time-consuming process. It takes up to 20 

minutes for the matchup process of one month data. 

 

Table 6-19 List of Drawing Parameters Specifiable in OCO-2 Matchup Data Output 

Function 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 out_file_dat C Output file name 'fig_plot_map’+proname+version+ 

’_’ +proname2+version2+ 

’_’+year+month+’_matchup.txt’ 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. C: character strings 

 

8. Polygonal zone matchup data output function 

Using polygonal zone matchup data output function, you can select GOSAT 

observations which are included in the polygonal zone defined in “polygonal zone 

setting file,” and output those statistical data into a text file. The following shows 

the statistical data to be output. 

 

✓ Number of the observation 

✓ Average 

✓ Standard deviation 

✓ Median value 

✓ Maximum value 

✓ Minimum value 

Note: The definition of the standard deviation (STD) is as follows. 

STD = √
1

𝑁 − 1
∑(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)2
𝑁

𝑖=1

 

Note: When the number of the observation is even, the median value becomes the 

average of the two middle data. 

 

To use the polygonal zone matchup data output function, set the drawing parameter 

“matchup” to 2, the drawing parameter “out_dat” to 2, and set the drawing 

parameters shown in Table 6-18 and Table 6-20. Also, set the longitudes and 

latitudes of vertices in polygonal zone and the central time for the matchup in the 

“polygonal zone setting file.” See section 5.4 for the explanation of the “polygonal 
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zone setting file.” 

Important: The statistical data to be output are ones for the drawing parameter 

“var1.” 

Important: The text file is output in the “work/data_list_matchup” folder of This 

Tool. 

 

Table 6-20 List of Drawing Parameters Specifiable in Polygonal Zone Matchup Data 

Output Function 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 out_file_dat C Output file name 'fig_plot_map’+proname+version+ 

’_’+year+month+’_matchup.txt’ 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. C: character strings 

 

The following examples show the results of each option of summation range for statistical 

data. 

 

<Output of statistics for whole data> 
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<Output of statistics for each land/ocean division> 
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<Output of statistics for each gain division > 

 

Note: When there is no data for that division, “-9999.0000” is output. 

Note: When the summation of each land/ocean division and gain division is selected, 

statistics for each gain division are output for each land/ocean division. 
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6.3.2 Grid Point Plot 

This section describes a global distribution plot representing density distribution of plots, 

and average and standard deviation of an arbitrary variable on a grid of latitude and 

longitude (grid point plot). 

 

1. Types of drawable plots 

With grid point plot, you can draw the following types of plots. 

 

✓ Density distribution plot 

✓ Distribution plot of averages 

✓ Distribution plot of standard deviations 

 

<Density distribution plot> 

This is a distribution plot drawing density of plots in measuring point plot as the 

color. The number of plots in an equally spaced grid in the longitude direction and 

latitude direction is the density. The following example uses a grid with the width of 

5 deg. for the longitude direction and 2.5 deg. for the latitude direction. 

 

 

 

<Distribution plot of averages> 

This is a distribution plot drawing an average of a variable selected from scans in 

each grid as the color. The following example uses the average of XCO2 in the grid 

with the width of 5 deg. for the longitude direction and 2.5 deg. for the latitude 

direction. 
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<Distribution plot of standard deviations> 

This is a distribution plot drawing a standard deviation of a variable selected from 

scans in each grid as the color. The following example uses the standard deviation 

of XCO2 in the grid with the width of 5 deg. for the longitude direction and 2.5 deg. 

for the latitude direction. 

 

 

Note: The definition of the standard deviation (STD) is as follows. 

STD = √
1

𝑁 − 1
∑(𝑥𝑖 − �̅�)

2

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

 

2. Setting drawing parameters 

Drawing parameters are specified in the “drawing parameter setting files” in the 
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“conf” folder of This Tool. The following file is the “drawing parameter setting file” 

of grid point plot. 

 

Drawing parameter setting file: plot_grid_config.txt 

 

The configuration of the “drawing parameter setting file” is the same as that of the 

scatter plot. See 2 in Section 6.1.1. 

Table 6-21 shows drawing parameters specifiable for grid point plot. 

 

Table 6-21 List of Specifiable Drawing Parameters (grid point plot) 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 var1 C Drawing target variable 

in distribution plots of 

averages and standard 

deviations[2] 

xco2 

2 year I Drawing target year[3] 2009 

3 month I Drawing target month[3] 6 

4 h5p_file C Name of input data path 

setting file 

h5_path_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

5 scr_file C Name of screening 

condition setting file 

scr_param_nies_swir_l2_ 

co2_v02.90.txt 

6 xsize F Horizontal width of 

drawing area (unit: cm)[4] 

18.3 

7 ysize F Vertical width of drawing 

area (unit: cm)[4] 

9.9 

8 position F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of vertical and 

horizontal axes (unit: 

cm)[4] 

[1.0,0.0,16.4,7.7] 

9 seascape I Direction of paper 

0=portrait, 1=seascape 

0 
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No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

10 histgrm I Whether distribution plot 

of density is created 

0=not created, 1=created 

0 

11 avgplot I Whether distribution plot 

of averages is created 

0=not created, 1=created 

0 

12 stdplot I Whether distribution plot 

of standard deviations 

is created 

0=not created, 1=created 

0 

13 out_file_h C Output file name (density 

distribution plot) 

'fig_plot_grid_2dhist_’+proname+ 

version+’_’+year+month+’.ps’ 

14 out_file_a C Output file name 

(distribution plot of 

averages) 

'fig_plot_grid_avg_’+proname+ 

version+’_’+year+month+’.ps’ 

15 out_file_s C Output file name 

(distribution plot of 

standard deviations) 

'fig_plot_grid_std_’+proname+ 

version+’_’+year+month+’.ps’ 

16 xbin F Width of bin in the X axis 

direction (longitude)[5] 

5.0 

17 ybin F Width of bin in the Y axis 

direction (latitude)[6] 

2.5 

18 ptitle_h C Title of plot (density 

distribution plot) 

proname+’ ('+version+’) ’+year 

+’/’+month+’ 2DHIST’ 

19 ptitle_a C Title of plot (distribution 

plot of averages) 

proname+’ ('+version+’) ’+year 

+’/’+month+’ AVERAGE’ 

20 ptitle_s C Title of plot (distribution 

plot of standard 

deviations) 

proname+’ ('+version+’) ’+year 

+’/’+month+ 

’ STANDARD DEVIATION’ 

21 ztitle_h C Title of color bar (density 

distribution plot) 

Count per Bin 

22 ztitle_a C Title of color bar 

(distribution plot of 

averages) 

'Average of ' + items in Table 6-2 

23 ztitle_s C Title of color bar 

(distribution plot of 

standard deviations) 

'Standard Deviation of ' + items in 

Table 6-2 

24 xrange F*2 Range of X axis 

(longitude) (minimum 

and maximum values) 

[-180,180] 

25 yrange F*2 Range of Y axis (latitude) 

(minimum and maximum 

values) 

[-90,90] 
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No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

26 zrange_h F*2 Range of color bar 

(minimum and maximum 

values) (density 

distribution plot) 

Rounded range including all data 

27 zrange_a F*2 Range of color bar 

(minimum and maximum 

values) (distribution plot 

of averages) 

28 zrange_s F*2 Range of color bar 

(minimum and maximum 

values) (distribution plot 

of standard deviations) 

29 colorbar I Color table of plots (For 

options, see Table 6-10) 

34 

30 proname C Product type of input 

data[3] 

SWIRL2 

31 gasname C Gas type of input data[3] CO2 

32 version C Version of input data[3] V0290 

33 poscbar F*4 Coordinate positions of 

end points of color bar 

(unit: cm)[4] 

[16.6,0.0,17.3,7.7] 

34 out_dat I Whether to use plot data 

output function[7] 

0 = do not use, 1 = use 

0 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. 

C: character strings, I: integer, F: real number (“*N” indicates an array with  

N elements.) 

Note 2: It needs to be the same as those defined in the input data path setting file. 

Note 3: It needs to be included in the layer of the folder where input data is placed. 

Note 4: For description on drawing layout, see “4 Drawing layout” in Section 6.1.3. 

Note 5: The unit is the same as that of X axis. 

Note 6: The unit is the same as that of Y axis. 

Note 7: For description on plot data output function, see “4 Plot data output function.” 

Note: An array describes its elements in the “[  ,   ,   ,  ]” format. 

 

3. How to execute the drawing tool 

The following save file is the drawing tool for grid point plot. 

 

save file name: drive_plot_grid.sav 
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Other items are the same as described for the scatter plot. See 3 in Section 6.1.1. 

 

Reference: Arguments specifiable in the command line are the parameters shown in 

Table 6-21 with the parameter names capitalized, and the parameters shown in 

Table 6-5. 

 

4. Plot data output function 

The design of the plot data output function is the same as described for scatter plot. 

See 6 in Section 6.1.1. Note that the drawing parameters shown in Table 6-22 are 

used in plot data output function. The following shows examples of plot data outputs. 

 

<Density distribution plot> 

 

Note: On the titles of each row “Longitude (deg.)” and “Latitude (deg.)” are written. 
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<Distribution plot of averages><Distribution plot of standard deviations> 

 

Note: On the titles of each row “Longitude (deg.),” “Latitude (deg.),” and the 

character strings set from the drawing parameter “var1” are written. 

 

Table 6-22 List of Drawing Parameters Specifiable in Plot Data Output Function 

No. 
Parameter 

Name 
Type[1] Description Default Value 

1 out_file_dat_h C Output file name 

(density distribution 

plot) 

'fig_plot_grid_2dhist_’+proname+ 

version+’_’+year+month+’.txt’ 

2 out_file_dat_a C Output file name 

(distribution plot of 

averages) 

'fig_plot_grid_avg_’+proname+ 

version+’_’+year+month+’.txt’ 

3 out_file_dat_s C Output file name 

(distribution plot of 

standard deviations) 

'fig_plot_grid_std_’+proname+ 

version+’_’+year+month+’.txt’ 

Note 1: The following shows definitions for “type” columns. C: character strings 
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